Yelster digital, an Austrian IT-Company, develops innovative online services for small and medium-sized businesses as
well as for large enterprises to help them accelerating their growth.
Founded in 2007, Yelster digital employs an international team of more than 30 experts and is part of the French
Solocal Group since 2010. Yelster digital offers an exciting work environment combining the agile independency and
flexibility of a startup with the backing of an expanding, international corporation.
To support our teams in Vienna, Salzburg and Paris, we are looking for passionate and dynamic talents with work
experience and the commitment to actively move the company forward.
To reinforce our team in Vienna, we are currently seeking a

Scrum Master/Project Manager (f/m/x)
Full time position in Vienna

Your Responsibilities:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Be a scrum ambassador
Facilitate all Scrum Events, from sprint planning to daily standups, sprint reviews and retrospectives
You will be responsible for the coordination of the various product owners and contributors
Involve all important stakeholders in the development process and ensure their commitment and
involvement
Overlook the development and project cycle and continuous improvement
You support the team and help to remove any obstacles

Your Profile:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Technical and general understanding of web/mobile technologies in the front- as well as in the backend
Experience in agile project management in a technology/software company
You are communicative and solution-oriented
You are a team player who can motivate and engage others
You are open minded
You have an agile mindset

Any of the following would be considered as a plus:
▪

Development Skills

We offer:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Altering, challenging tasks in a dynamic environment being part of an international team
Full-time position with a long-time career perspective
Pleasant work location in the heart of Vienna
Start immediately or upon agreement
Actual compensation will be based on individual experience and knowledge, but clearly above the minimum
compensation according to the Austrian IT-Kollektivvertrag of € 42.672,- for the level “Erfahrungsstufe ST2”

Interested? Please send us your meaningful CV including a photo, a personal introduction and a letter of motivation
via e-mail to: hr-vienna@yelsterdigital.com

yelster digital gmbh
Linke Wienzeile 8/29
1060 Vienna, Austria
Web: www.yelsterdigital.com

